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ABSTRACT: Non return control valve are general used in industrial applications to control the internal fluid flow. 

In this work, dynamic and vibration are investigated to predict the dynamic behavior of valve disc in the response 

to self– excited fluid flow. The simulation is done in ANSYS program ver.17.2, when the valve disc starts from 

it fully opened position. Dynamic mesh and UDF (User Define Function) technique can be applied to describe the 

motion of the valve disc at any position in pipe. The sensibility of the disk movement can be predicted for various 

situations such as, inlet velocity, damping system, disc weight of valve, and the pressure drop across the valve 

during the simulation. The simulation results show that the variation of the oscillation amplitude decrease with 

increase damping, whereas the amplitude is higher for a smaller damping, as the damping coefficient increases, 

the closing time decreases exponentially. Furthermore, it is found that the valve disc reached equilibrium more 

rapid. While in the case of increasing the disc weight of the valve on the contrary. The pressure drop is dependent 

of velocity and increase as these parameters is increased. At small angles the pressure drop is relatively large. In 

order to demonstrate the effective of CFD model, the simulation results are validated with experimental ones. This 

research provides basic information for studying check valve under certain operating condition.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Fluid may be classified as liquids, gases or vapors. Each class presents its own handling problems. Moreover, it 

is sometimes required to transport solids in suspension. This problem of controlling fluid has always taxed man's 

ingenuity. The vibration of structural members when exposed to a flow field has long been of interest and concern 

to the engineer [1]. Different types of instabilities can be generated when connecting an open valve to downstream 

piping such as flutter, chatter, and rapid cycling. These instabilities causing oscillation and torque  to the valve 

body [2].  In control valve installations, vibration experienced can be generated by flow pulsation, pump 

cavitation, vortex shedding, flow-induced excitations, rapid valve closure, slug flow, water hammer and many 

other conditions of hard-to-diagnose. The interaction happens along the two domains interface. The interaction of 

fluid structure interfaces occur in the boundaries of fluid and solid. Two possibilities exist for preventing such 

vibration or severely limiting its amplitude either the addition at stiffening and damping to the structure or some 

geometry change which eliminates the original periodicity in the flow [3]. 

There are many types of check valves in use today in fluid control system. The duty of the check valve is to permit 

the fluid to be flowed in one trend and prevent it from flowing in the obverse direction. Selection of the most 

suitable pattern and size is determined by parameters such as working temperature and pressure, flow velocity 

and allowable friction losses [4]. A group researchers simulated the exact conditions of the valve using new 

simulation approaches and tried to optimize the valve performance [5]. Researchers have been studied the valve 

dynamic characteristics by many experiments, which could supply a useful data for improving and testing the 

valve reliability [6-8]. Some researchers revealed a 3D steady-state criterion of a flapping-nozzle valve to 

demonstrate the energy loss and flow forces characteristics [9,10]. A suitable method for predicting the 

performance of the valve when the effect of the diaphragm deformation was the transient model [11–13]. A group 
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researcher presented a transient 2D FSI model of an air-worked diaphragm pump using Fluent package, involving 

of UDFs for simulating the diaphragm of alternative displacement type [14]. Some researchers applied a 

simulation of the complete refrigerator compression cycle using a transient 3D FSI, and the FSI model which can 

be used for analyzing the dynamic process [15].  

These investigations proved that it is impossible to get unsteady state 3D FSI model of this pump type using 

ANSYS software, and can be done by using ADINAR. Ma et al. presented the effect of the valve’s lag peculiar 

on performance and pressure pulsation of a reciprocating piston pump using FSI model, and concluded that the 

lag angles had an important impact on the characteristics of both external and internal of the this pump type [16]. 

A studied  the fluid flow passing through a high pressure valve spindle  and regarded this flow by wherewithal of 

2D unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stockes equations and 𝑘 − 𝜔 − 𝑆𝑆𝑇 turbulence model [17]. Andrea et 

al. presented a computational fluid dynamic model for the interaction of fluid structure of a buoyant rigid body 

submerged in a flow of free surface [18]. Interaction of fluid structure was modelled using a Dirichlet-Newmann 

divided approximation and strict conjugation is completed by applying a procedure of fixed-point iterative. In this 

research, based on CFD method. Dynamic simulation the model of the check valve under the influence of the self-

acting of flow field will be study in accordance to operating conditions. Simulation model include descriptions of 

the flow field and dynamic characteristic of check valve disc has considering response. A better model has been 

developed by comparing experiments and numerical computations of the same system. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

A check valve consists of a disc in a flow channel that under influence of fluid forces and gravity can rotate around 

a fixed axis (Hinge), to vary the effective flow area in the flow channel. The angular acceleration of the valve disc 

can be determined using Newton's second law [19-21]; 

 𝐽0𝛼 = 𝑀𝑔 + 𝑀ℎ𝑦𝑑. + 𝑀𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝.                                                                                                                                                (1) 

Where,   𝐽0 is the moment of inertia relative to its rotation axis. The moments due to disc weight are dependent on 

material properties and the valve disc position is represented in equation; 

 𝑀𝑔 = 𝑅𝑐𝑔 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑚 sin( 𝜃)                                                                                                                                                      (2)     

Where; 𝑅𝑐𝑔 − is the distance to the center of gravity, 𝑔 − is the gravitational acceleration with magnitude 

of 9.81𝑚/𝑠2. The moment acting on the valve disc due to the movement of the surrounding fluid is pressure 

forces and viscous forces. The pressure forces are calculated by taking the pressure on a face and multiplying it 

with the area of the valve disc;  

𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑃𝑑𝐴                                                                                                                                                                       (3) 

Then the momentum due to pressure forces is found from; 

𝑀𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = ∫ (𝑟 ∗ 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒)
𝑠

 𝑑𝑠                                                                                                                                       (4) 

The viscous force due to viscous stress on that area can be defined as; 

 𝑀𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠 = ∫ (𝑟 ∗ 𝐹𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠)
𝑠

 𝑑𝑠                                                                                                                                           (5) 

Therefore, the moment caused by the hydraulic forces including pressure and viscous forces are given below;  

𝑀ℎ𝑦𝑑. = 𝑀𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝑀𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠                                                                                                                                                 (6) 

An auxiliary damping can be attached to valve disc. The moment exerted on the valve disc due the damping 

moment can be expressed as; 

 𝑀𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝. = −𝐵 �̇�                                                                                                                                                                       (7) 
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Where; 𝐵 is the damping coefficient and �̇� is the angular velocity for valve disc  If the moment of inertia and all 

the moments in equation above are known, the angular acceleration can be obtained. Using the definition of the 

angular acceleration, the change in angular velocity ∆𝜔  for a time step is calculated; 𝛼 =
𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑡
 . The new angular 

velocity can then be defined as [22]; 

𝜔 = 𝜔𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣. + 𝛼∆𝑡                                                                                                                                                                     (8) 

The angular change in every time step is determine similarly as the change of angular velocity with the expressed  

of the angular velocity, 𝜔 =
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑡
.The new angle in a discrete time step is found from equation; 

𝜃 = 𝜃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣. + 𝜔∆𝑡                                                                                                                                                                      (9) 

Governing Equation  

The unsteady equation for an incompressible fluid flow can be expressed in the conservation of mass, momentum 

and energy of the fluid as follows [23];  

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑢) = 0                                                                                                                                                                   (10) 

 
𝜕𝜌𝑢

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑢 − 𝑢) = 𝑓𝐵                                                                                                                                                      (11) 

 
𝜕𝜌𝐸

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑢𝐸 − 𝜏. 𝑢) = 𝑓𝐵 . 𝑢                                                                                                                                          (12) 

Where; 𝑢 is the fluid velocity, 𝜌 is the fluid density,𝜏 shear stress tensor, 𝑓𝐵 is body force vector and 𝐸 is the 

specific total energy. 

Geometrical Model  

The general analysis of a valve disc can be seen in Figure 1. The valve is mainly used in system where the fluid 

is in liquid phase. The check valve for this study contains a disc connected to a damper. The main parameter of 

fluid structure interaction simulation is shown in Table.1. 

       

 

Figure 1. Swing check valve geometry 

Table 1.  Physical parameters of fluid structure interaction [24, 25] 

Description Symbol Value 
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Valve disc mass m (kg) 5,10 and15 

Damping coefficient B (N.m/rad/sec) 5-10 

Inlet velocity u (m/sec) 3,5 and 7 

Moment of inertia   𝐽0 (kg.𝑚2) 3.85 

Torque arm 𝑅𝑐𝑔 (m) 0.145 

Valve disc area A(𝑚2) 0.1018 

Max. disc angle 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥. (deg)  60° 

Min. disc angle 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖.(deg)  5° 

Flow inlet diameter 𝐷𝑖𝑛  (m) 105 

 

Boundary Conditions 

To solve a CFD, appropriate boundary conditions needs to be defined for a problem. The fluid in simulation is 

assumed to be incompressible water at 20𝑐°, the density of water is 998.2 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 and the dynamic viscosity is 

0.001003𝑘𝑔/𝑚𝑠. the inlet boundary condition is chosen to be a velocity inlet. At the outlet, a pressure boundary 

condition is used [26, 27]. The operating pressure in the system is set to 101.3𝐾𝑃𝑎, while the gage pressure on 

the outlet is set to zero which implies the absolute pressure in the domain in the same as the operating pressure. 

In ANSYS Fluent, the pressure-based solver in the coupled algorithm. However, the momentum equations and 

pressure-based continuity equation is solved simultaneously in each iteration, while the other equations are 

updated separately. 

Dynamic Mesh 

In fluid structure interaction one important part of the problem setup is the dynamic mesh Three different 

techniques can be used to update the mesh when the boundary changes. Those methods are the smoothing, layering 

and re-meshing. These methods can be used separately or in combination with each other depending on the current 

mesh motion. User defined function can be used to make ANSYS Fluent perform specific actions, for example to 

describe the movement of a valve disc or to control a boundary condition in a specific way [28].  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION          

Results of the previously described analysis are presented in this section, to predict the dynamic behavior of a 

check valve disc during it operation.  In other to investigate the sensibility of the disc movement under various 

situations such as, inlet velocity, damping coefficient and disc weight. The mesh independent verification was 

conducted by change the mesh size and the results are carrier out. The sensitivity analysis on the grid has 

performed to determine the optimal scheme which has a good balance between good calculation accuracy and 

short calculation time. The mesh generation of the  chesk valve in 2D for present study  as shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Mesh generation of the  check valve disc 

In order to compare the computational accuracy of model has done with experimental test for validate; the test 

has been carried out [29]. The same structure parameters were used in the process of establishing simulation 

model. Also, the same operation parameters were used in the calculation process to determine pressure drop of 

the valve in the range of inlet velocity variation. Both the results have been plotted in Figure 3 and it show CFD 

prediction are clearly quite close with experimental results. The simulation result satisfies the actual accuracy 

requirement of engineering well. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison the CFD with Experimental result [29] 

The pressure contour over check valve disc at valve angle 30°deg. with inlet velocity 7 m/sec is presented in 

Figure 4. It is observed that, the maximum valve of pressure at upstream while the minimum value at the 

downstream. Also show that, the vortices produce in region of valve disc set due to flow passing through the check 

valve at this angle. The vortex shedding allows predicting pressure fluctuation acting on the valve disc and 

possibility of generating mechanical vibration. 
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Figure 4. Pressure contour through the valve disc at inlet velocity 7 m/s and angle 30°deg. 

 

The velocity distribution contours corresponding to similar conditions above is shown in Figure 5. It shows that 

the maximum velocity in the fluid flow occurs in the valve disc clearance. The flow velocity in this area is high 

and fluctuations due to hydrodynamic loads resulting from fluid turbulence and vortex shedding in the valve disc 

vicinity.   

 

Figure 5. Velocity contour through the valve disc at inlet velocity 7m/s and angle 30°deg. 

The pressure drop across the valve disc is presented in Figure 6 as a function of velocity and angle. It can be seen 

that the pressure drop increases rapidly for opening angle less than 20 deg. It can also show that, the pressure drop 

is dependent of velocity and increase as these parameters is increased. At small angles the pressure drop is 

relatively large. Due to sudden increase in the hydrodynamic load as the valve disc approaches its seat and result 

effect on discharge characteristics. 
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Figure 6. Pressure drop across the valve disc angle opening at varies inlet velocity 

Figure 7 shows the performance of closing valve time at different damping coefficients (B= 0, 5 and 

10N.m/rad/sec). It is observed that, as the damping coefficient increase, the closing time decreases exponentially. 

Due to the damping dissipates the kinetic energy of the valve disc and loads. Damping coefficient of valve disc 

has a significant influence on the performance of the valve. Therefore, the valve disc closes quickly with damping 

coefficient increase. 

 

Figure 7. Valve opening angle as function of time during different damping coefficients 

The dynamic performance of the check valve disc is analysis, after predicted the pressure drop across the valve 

disc with time and solving out using MATLAB program. The influence of damping coefficient on the valve 

disc motion are evaluated for angular acceleration, angular velocity and opining valve angle and present in 

Figures 8,9, and 10 respectively. It can be seen that, higher damping coefficient lead to higher values of disc 

reaction load against fluid pressure, casing larger amplitude oscillations in the first instants of the valve 

actuation, or reaches equilibrium more rapidly. Smaller damping coefficient values imply less resistance to 

disc rotation leading to longer waves with smaller frequencies increase the time required to reach equilibrium, 

or reached more slowly. It can be indicated that as the damping decrease the stability of valve disc decrease 

significantly. 
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Figure 8. Time history of angualr acceleration  of valve disc  with varies damping coefficient 

  

 

Figure 9. Time history of angualr velocity of  valve disc with varies damping  coefficient 
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Figure 10.  Time history of valve disc angle with varies damping coefficient 

Further investigate in Figures 11,12 and 13 to show the influence of disc weight in the check valve behaviors. In 

order to predicted the oscillation amplitude of the angular acceleration, angular velocity and valve opining angle 

during the simulation. It is observed from these figures, by increasing the valve disc weight, the maximum opining 

valve angle and the equilibrium is reached more slowly. Increasing the disc weight reduce the natural damping 

frequency, leading to longer waves with smaller frequency increasing the time required to reach equilibrium. 

Under certain condition the inertia loads of the valve disc interact with the hydrodynamic loads in such a way, the 

energy is transferred from the flow to perpetuate the movement of the valve disc, result to get large amplitude and 

low frequencies. 

 

Figure 11. Time history of anglular acceleration  of valve disc  with varies  mass of  disc 
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Figure 12. Time history of anglular velocity of valve disc  with varies  mass of  disc 

 

Figure 13. Time history of angle of disc  with varies  mass of  disc 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study focused on analyzing the check valve disc to predicted vibration when the fluid passes through its. 

Also the simulation can help understand the interaction between fluid flow and solid motion using ANSYS Fluent, 

the following conclusions may be highlighted; 

- The pressure generated due to the fluid flow passing through the check valve  disc increase  when the inlet 

velocity increase and it decrease when the check valve angle increase  at constant inlet velocity. 

- The flow passing through the check valve induces the vortices in the region of valve set in which produce 

vibration in valve disc. 

- It can be indicated that as the damping system increase the stability of valve increase significantly. But reduce 

the closing time of valve disc can contribute to the water hammering phenomena. 

- The variation of the oscillation amplitude decrease with increase damping, whereas the amplitude is higher 

for a smaller damping, as the damping coefficient increases, the closing time decreases exponentially. 
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